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Abstract The coupled hydrology and mechanics of soft porous materials (such as clays, hydrogels,
membranes, and biofilms) is an important research area in several fields, including water and energy
technologies as well as biomedical engineering. Well‐established models based on poromechanics theory
exist for describing these coupled properties, but these models are not adapted to describe systems with more
than one characteristic length scale, that is, systems that contain both macropores and micropores. In this
paper, we expand upon the well‐known Darcy‐Brinkman formulation of fluid flow in two‐scale porous
media to develop a “Darcy‐Brinkman‐Biot” formulation: a general coupled system of equations that
approximates the Navier‐Stokes equations in fluid‐filled macropores and resembles the equations for
poroelasticity in microporous regions. We parameterized and validated our model for systems that contain
either plastic (swelling clay) or elastic microporous regions. In particular, we used our model to predict the
permeability of an idealized siliciclastic sedimentary rock as a function of pore water salinity and clay
content. Predicted permeability values are well described by a single parametric relation between
permeability and clay volume fraction that agrees with existing experimental data sets. Our novel
formulation captures the coupled hydro‐chemo‐mechanical properties of sedimentary rocks and other
deformable porous media in a manner that can be readily implemented within the framework of Digital
Rock Physics.

Plain Language Summary Knowledge of how fluids flow through porous materials has
significant implications for the design and operation of batteries, aquifers, oil rigs, and biomedical
devices. Even though scientists have been successful in creating computer models that capture fluid flow
through rigid porous media, it has been very challenging to create models that can model flow through
deformable porous media. In this paper, we describe a new model that can predict flow through and around
deformable porous media. We derived this model by superimposing separate conventional fluid‐flow and
solid‐deformation models into a single simulation through a technique called volume averaging. We then
connected the two models using Newton's Third Law, meaning that when fluids flow through a porous solid
they “push” the solid, and whenever a solid resists fluid movement or deforms, it “pushes” the fluid in turn.
The resulting model can capture complex multiscale, multiphysics phenomena such as the impact of clay
swelling (think of an expanding sponge absorbing water) on the ability of fluids to flow through soils or
sedimentary rock formations. Given the model's generality and its successful verification presented in this
paper, we believe that it can help understand important phenomena in the fields of water and
energy resources.

1. Background and Introduction

How does the permeability of sedimentary media depend on porosity, mineralogy, fluid chemistry, and stress
history? This question has been a recurrent theme in subsurface hydrology for over half a century (Berg,
1970; Bourg & Ajo‐Franklin, 2017; Brace, 1980; Nelson, 1994). It impacts a range of endeavors that shape
humanity's energy landscape including hydrocarbon migration and recovery (Alvarado & Manrique,
2010), geothermal energy production (Barbier, 1997), geologic carbon sequestration (Klaus, 2003), and radio-
active waste storage (Sellin & Leupin, 2014). The last two technologies have the potential to contribute up to
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half of the mitigation effort required to stabilize global CO2 emissions (Metz et al., 2005; Socolow & Pacala,
2004) but require the ability to accurately predict the permeability evolution of ductile fine‐grained sedimen-
tary rocks (shale and mudstone) over millennial timescales in the presence of geochemical and geomechani-
cal disturbances (Bourg & Ajo‐Franklin, 2017; Neuzil, 2013).

Amajor challenge associated with developing a predictive understanding of flow in fine‐grained sedimentary
media is that these structures have two characteristic length scales: amacroscale defined by the assemblages
of coarse grains of quartz, feldspar, or carbonate over distances of micrometers and a microscale defined by
the assemblages of clay minerals (primarily smectite and illite) over distances of nanometers (Bourg & Ajo‐
Franklin, 2017). Figure 1a shows a conceptual model of the macroscale structure of sedimentary rocks as a
mixture of rigid coarse grains, a deformable microporous clay matrix, and macropores (Crawford et al., 2008;
Marion et al., 1992; Revil & Cathles, 1999). This model is consistent with electron microscopy observations
(Nadeev et al., 2013; Nole et al., 2016; Tuller & Or, 2003) as exemplified in Figures 1b–1d (Fiès & Bruand,
1998; Peters, 2009). Experimental data indicate that permeability in fine‐grained soils, sediments, and sedi-
mentary rocks can be highly sensitive to the spatial distribution of the clay matrix (Abichou et al., 2002;
Nadeau, 1998).

A second major challenge is that the microporous clay matrix is nonrigid: It can swell or shrink in response
to changes in salinity and deform in response to fluid flow or external stresses in a manner that reflects the
nanoscale colloidal interactions between negatively charged clay particles (Liu, 2013; Madsen & Muller‐
Vonmoos, 1989; Suzuki et al., 2005; Teich‐McGoldrick et al., 2015). The resulting dynamics of the clay matrix
give rise to significant couplings between the hydrologic, chemical, and mechanical (HCM) properties of
clayey media (Carey et al., 2014; Erol, 1977; Murad & Cushman, 1997). These couplings are particularly
strong if the clay fraction contains significant amounts of smectite (i.e., swelling clay minerals) and if the
pore water contains predominantly sodic salts. In these cases, swelling by more than 1400% and swelling
pressures up to ~50 MPa have been reported (Karnland et al., 2007; Norrish, 1954). In short, fundamental
predictions of the permeability of fine‐grained sediments and sedimentary rocks require a model capable
of describing coupled fluid flow in pores with very different sizes (intergranular macropores and clay micro-
pores with pore widths on the order of micrometers and nanometers, respectively) while also predicting the
deformations of the microporous clay matrix induced by flow, external stresses, and salinity changes (Bourg
& Ajo‐Franklin, 2017).

Existing approaches to predicting the hydrology of fine‐grained sedimentary media have focused on addres-
sing either one of the two challenges outlined above but not both simultaneously. Approaches focused on the
existence of two length scales have generally used an “ideal packing model” representation of clay‐rich sedi-
mentary media as a microporous (clay) medium embedded within a network of coarse grains (Crawford et
al., 2008; Marion et al., 1992; Revil & Cathles, 1999). On this model, a threshold naturally emerges at a clay
mineral mass fraction of ~1/3 where the microporous clay matrix becomes the load‐bearing phase, in agree-
ment with experimental observations on the core‐scale hydrologic and mechanical properties of sedimentary
rocks (Bourg, 2015; Crawford et al., 2008). However, existing models based on this framework invariably
neglect the mechanics of the clay matrix by assuming either that the clay has a fixed porosity or that it uni-
formly occupies the space available within the network of coarse grains. One consequence of this approxima-
tion is that these models do not capture the influence of salinity on the permeability of clayey media (Kwon
et al., 2004; Mungan, 1965; Quirk, 1986).

Conversely, approaches focused on the HCM couplings such as Terzaghi's consolidation theory, Biot's the-
ory of poroelasticity, and Mixture Theory (theories initially developed to describe clayey media and now
widely applied to other deformable porous media including hydrogels and biological tissues) simplify the
governing equations for fluid and solid dynamics into a single macroscopic equation by assuming that both
phases are superimposed continua with negligible inertial forces (Auton & MacMinn, 2017; Barry & Aldis,
1992; Jain & Juanes, 2009; Santillán et al., 2018; Terzaghi, 1964). This approach results in an implicitly
coupled momentum equation for deformable porous media that can be paired to different body forces or
solid deformation constitutive relations to create system‐specific models. A drawback of this approach in
the context of sedimentary rocks, however, is that it does not reflect the existence of the two characteristic
length scales illustrated in Figure 1 or consequences such as the permeability threshold at a finite clay con-
tent noted above.
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The advent of Digital Rock Physics (DRP) over the last decade—that is, the combined use of X‐ray computed
tomography and computationalmethods to generate numerical models offluidflow in real rocks (Adler et al.,
1992; Fredrich, 1999; Mirabolghasemi et al., 2015; Raeini et al., 2017)—provides a potential route to simulta-
neously addressing both challenges outlined above. In the last few years, a handful of DRP studies have exam-
ined rocks with two characteristic length scales including fractured porous rocks, vuggy media, and clay‐rich
sedimentary rocks (Keller et al., 2013; Lin et al., 2016; Saif et al., 2017). In these studies, the macroscale fea-
tures (coarse grains, macropores, and microporous regions) are fully resolved, while the microscale features
(i.e., particles and pores within the microporous regions) are below the resolution of the X‐ray computed
tomographymeasurements. Many of these studies used a computational framework based on a pore network
model with two characteristic length scales (Mehmani et al., 2013; Mehmani & Prodanović, 2014; Prodanović
et al., 2015). Alternatively, at least two used an approach based on computational fluid dynamics where flow
in the macropores and microporous regions were coupled through slip‐flow boundary conditions and
volume‐averaging based on the Darcy‐Brinkman formalism (Bijeljic et al., 2018; Guo et al., 2018). The result-
ingmodels demonstrate the possibility of characterizing porousmediawith two characteristic length scales as
mixtures of three regions (as in Figure 1a) and in coupling fluid flow in the macropores and microporous
regions (Golfier et al., 2015; Soulaine et al., 2017). However, these studies all assumed a static porousmedium
configuration, a significant limitation in the case of clay‐rich media, as noted above.

Our approach combines three well established theoretical frameworks (Figure 2) to develop a simulation
methodology compatible with DRP and capable of capturing both the existence of two characteristic length
scales and the deformation and swelling of microporous clay in sedimentary media. To model fluid flow, we
draw on the comprehensive amount of literature dedicated to volume‐averaging as a way to upscale the flow
velocities within micropores into an average superficial velocity that can be coupled to the macropore fluid
velocity, as seen in Figure 2a (Beavers & Joseph, 1967; Brinkman, 1947; Ochoa‐Tapia & Whitaker, 1995;
Wang et al., 2015). Strictly speaking, Brinkman (1947) was the first to include a coupling term in the fluid
momentum conservation equation to model drag in a packed bed within a macroscopic framework. This fra-
mework was later verified, formalized, and expanded through volume averaging of the fluid conservation
equations within a representative elementary volume (REV; Hsu & Cheng, 1990; Ochoa‐Tapia &
Whitaker, 1995). In the last few years, this framework has been extended to account for moving, yet rigid,
microporous regions (Wang et al., 2015) and to model dissolution dynamics in a multiscale system by

Figure 1. (a) Conceptual representation of the two key challenges posed by fluid flow in clay‐rich sedimentary rocks. The structure contains three regions:
rigid coarse grains, macropores, and a deformable microporous clay matrix. Fluid flow (red arrows) occurs primarily in the bulk‐fluid domain, but the
boundaries of this domain are influenced by the deformation of the microporous clay domain (black arrows). (b–d) Electron microscopy images of clayey
media, specifically (b) a Canadian shale and (c, d) a mixture of clay and sand (denoted by the letters c and s, respectively) associated with reductive and
expansive clay swelling states (Fiès & Bruand, 1998; Peters, 2009). Coarse grains, microporous clay, and macropores are shown in gray, orange, and blue in
Figure 1a and in light gray, dark gray, and black in Figures 1b–1d.
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introducing chemical reactions at immersed boundaries (Soulaine et al., 2017, 2018; Soulaine & Tchelepi,
2016). Until now, however, no study has applied Brinkman's formalism to model coupled fluid‐solid
dynamics at multiple length scales in systems that include deformable microporous regions.

To describe the deformation of the boundary between macropores and microporous clay regions, we use the
Brinkman framework's implicit treatment of this interface through an immersed boundary condition
(Figure 2b) enforced through volume averaging and the inclusion of fluid‐solid interaction terms in the
momentum equations. This obviates the need for complex remeshing procedures associated with two‐
domain models, where solid and fluid dynamics are solved in separate regions and closure is provided by
equations describing the solid‐fluid interface (Batty et al., 2007; Tezduyar, 2001). Finally, to model the
mechanics of the microporous clay regions, we draw on the poromechanics theories of Terzaghi (1964),
Biot (1941), and others outlined above (Figure 2c).

The main contribution of this paper is the incorporation of a volume‐averaged porous media dynamics equa-
tion into the modeling framework established by Brinkman, Hsu, Ochoa‐Tapia, Soulaine, and coworkers.
This is done by implementing concepts from coupled fluid‐solid dynamics present in Terzaghi's consolida-
tion theory, Biot's theory of poroelasticity, and Mixture Theory (Biot, 1941; Siddique et al., 2017; Terzaghi,
1964). The result is a Darcy‐Brinkman‐Biot modeling framework consisting of a system of differential equa-
tions (section 2) that can be numerically solved (section 3) to model HCM coupled systems with two charac-
teristic length scales. The model is then parameterized with a focus on viscoplastic clay‐rich sedimentary
media (section 4) and validated against experimental results on the properties of these media (section 5).
With proper parameterization, our framework should be applicable to other systems that involve coupled
fluid flow in macropores and in a deformable microporous matrix such as soils (Murad & Cushman,
1996), biofilms (Vo & Heys, 2011), hydrogels (Datta et al., 2016), biological tissues (Dai et al., 2014), and frac-
tures (Holtzman & Juanes, 2010; Noiriel et al., 2007). To illustrate this versatility, we also formulate and
apply the model for cases where the microporous matrix undergoes elastic rather than viscoplastic deforma-
tion (section 6).

2. Model Derivation

Here we present the basic volume‐averaging structure used to obtain the governing equations of the Darcy‐
Brinkman‐Biot modeling framework. Although volume averaging is standard in the field, sufficient detail is
provided to highlight the model's underlying assumptions and limitations.

2.1. Governing Equations for the Fluid Phase

We start the derivation with the continuummass and momentum conservation equations for a generic fluid,
whereUf is the fluid velocity, ρf is the fluid density, pf is the fluid pressure, and τf is the fluid stress tensor. The
subscripts f and s refer to fluids and solids, respectively.

Figure 2. Illustration of the three main theoretical frameworks combined in the present study to model fluid flow in porous media with two characteristic length
scales and a deformablemicroporousmatrix: (a) models based on the Darcy‐Brinkman formulation that describe coupled fluid flow inmacropores (clear region) and
in a microporous medium (shaded region; Ochoa‐Tapia & Whitaker, 1995); (b) boundary methods that simulate flow around moving impermeable solids
(Breugmem & Verzicco, 2013); and (c) poromechanics model of a cylindrical conduit where the fluid and porous solid are in a single domain (grey) and forces are
imposed through boundary conditions (Auton & MacMinn, 2017). Here Q represents the fluid flow rate, and a(t) and b0 represent the inner and outer radii of the
cylinder, respectively.
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∂ ρf
� �
∂t

þ ∇· ρfUf

� �
¼ 0 (1)

∂ ρf Uf

� �
∂t

þ ∇· ρfUfUf

� �
¼ −∇pf þ ∇·τf (2)

Here the stress tensor τf defines the rheological properties of the fluid, meaning that equations (1) and (2) can
be used to model Newtonian or non‐Newtonian fluids but also viscously deformable solids such as plastics or
pseudo‐plastics. Inclusion of gravity in equation (2) is trivial and omitted for brevity.

The next step is upscaling equations (1) and (2) through volume‐averaging, which enables modeling systems
with more than one phase in a defined volume. Volume averaging requires special care; in particular, it
requires the existence of a well‐defined REV, significantly larger than any of the subvolume features present
in any phase, within which averaging can be carried out (Hassanizadeh, 1986; Hassanizadeh & Gray, 1979;
Ochoa‐Tapia & Whitaker, 1995; Whitaker, 2013). In the case of DRP studies of fine‐grained sedimentary
rocks, the typical voxel volume is on the order of 10 μm3 (Mehmani & Prodanović, 2011). In the microporous
clay matrix, this volume contains ~103 to 105 clay particles and constitutes an appropriate REV.

As in previous studies, we define two types of volume‐averages: the intrinsic phase average bXi , which

averages the properties of phase i over the volume of phase i, and the superficial phase average Xi , which
averages the properties of phase i over the REV. The two averages are related by the volume fraction occupied
by phase i at the REV scale (ϕi):

bXi ¼ 1
Vi

∫Vi
XidV (3)

Xi ¼ 1
VREV

∫Vi
XidV ¼ ϕi

bXi ⋮ ϕi ¼
Vi

VREV
(4)

Volume averaging of the fluid conservation equations is carried out under the assumptions that there is no
mass transfer between the solid and the fluid; there is a no‐slip condition at the solid‐liquid interface; there is
thermodynamic equilibrium within the averaging volume; turbulence effects are negligible; the density and
viscosity are constant and uniform; and there are no chemical reactions. Under these conditions, the
upscaled volume‐averaged equations for the fluid phase are the following (Ochoa‐Tapia & Whitaker, 1995;
Wang et al., 2015):

∂ ϕfρf
� �
∂t

þ ∇· ρfUf

� �
¼ 0 (5)

∂ ρf Uf

� �
∂t

þ ∇·
ρf
ϕf

UfUf

 !
¼ −ϕf∇bpf þ ∇·τf þ Ff (6)

In equation (6), Ff is a momentum transfer term (drag) between the fluid and the solid phases that

approaches zero as ϕf goes to 1. This term is essentially a macroscopic “filter” that approximates the forces
emanating from fluid's sub‐REV‐scale deviations in the fluid pressure and stress terms within the micropor-
ous regions originating from fluid‐solid interactions. Intrinsically averaged constants are equal to them-
selves; hence, their averaging symbols are removed for clarity. For an incompressible Newtonian fluid, the
divergence of the stress tensor takes the form:

∇·τf ¼ ∇· μf∇Uf þ μf ∇Uf
� �T� �

(7)

Lastly, the fluid‐solid momentum transfer term Ff can be modeled using the Ergun equation, where k is a

microscale (i.e., REV scale) permeability coefficient that is a function of porosity(ϕf) and tends toward infinity
as porosity approaches one (Ochoa‐Tapia & Whitaker, 1995; Soulaine & Tchelepi, 2016; Wang et al., 2015):
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Ff ¼ −ϕf

μf

k ϕf

� � Uf−Us
� �

−
1:75 ρf

150 ϕ3
f k ϕf

� �� �0:5 Uf−Us
� �

Uf−Us

�� �� (8)

whereUs is the solid velocity. The second (nonlinear) term on the right side of equation (8) accounts for iner-
tial effects within the porous medium. For the sake of simplicity, we assume that the Reynolds number
within the microporous region is small (Re < 1), such that we can neglect this nonlinear term.
Equations (6)–(8) then yield the following governing equation for incompressible fluid flow:

∂ ρfUf

� �
∂t

þ ∇·
ρf
ϕf

UfUf

 !
¼ −ϕf∇bpf þ ∇· μf∇Uf þ μf ∇Uf

� �T� �
−ϕf

μf

k ϕf

� � Uf−Us
� �

(9)

Equation (9) is almost identical to that used by Soulaine et al. (2017). The main difference is that the drag

term Ff is expressed here as a function of the relative superficial velocities of the two phases as required to
model flow through a mobile microporous solid. We use the intrinsic average for fluid pressure as this most
resembles experimentally measured pressures and boundary conditions.

We will use equation (9) in conjunction with a spatially distributed porosity field to model flow in both the
macroporous and microporous regions. In the former, the fluid fraction is unity (ϕf = 1) and k is essentially
infinite, such that equation (9) approximates Navier‐Stokes. Conversely, in the microporous regions (ϕf < 1),
k values are very small, and equation (9) approximates a form of Darcy's Law:

Uf−Us
� � ¼ −

k ϕf

� �
μf

∇bpf (10)

To account for the influence of salinity on clay swelling, the last fluid‐phase transport equation that needs to
be defined is the advection‐diffusion equation for a salt, which we assume acts as a tracer particle:

∂ ϕf
bCx

� �
∂t

þ ∇· bCxUf

� �
−∇· ϕf De;x∇bCx

� �
¼ 0 (11)

where bCx and De,x are the molar concentration and effective diffusion coefficient of a given species x, respec-
tively. A reaction term can readily be added to equation (11) to describe reactive solutes (Soulaine et al., 2017).
We note that in systems where the microporous region has a relatively high permeability (k > 10−6 m2) the
Darcy‐Brinkman formulation creates a nonnegligible viscous boundary layer within the solid‐fluid interface
(Golfier et al., 2015) that may affect predicted solute fluxes across the interface. In systems containing Na‐
smectite or Illite clay, this effect should be negligible due to the very low permeability of the microporous
regions (k < 10−15 m2), as described in section 4.1.

2.2. Governing Equations for the Solid Phase

The derivation of the governing equation for the microporous solid phase follows the same averaging prin-
ciples used in the previous section, with different initial equations. Porous media exhibit a wide variety of
rheological properties: Some materials, such as clays, can be viscously deformed and are modeled as plastics
or pseudo‐plastics while others, such as membranes, deform elastically and are modeled as elastic solids
(Prevost, 1978; Rüberg & Aznar, 2016; Spearman, 2017). For simplicity, we present distinct volume‐averaged
equations for microporous solids with either plastic or elastic properties.

For plastic microporous media, the governing equations are analogous to those used above for the fluid,
but with modified stress terms. Volume averaging was carried out as outlined by Whitaker (2013) and
Crowe et al. (2011) with the following assumptions: There are no chemical reactions; individual solid
grains do not change phase; the solid has a uniform constant density (ρs); there is thermodynamic equili-
brium within the averaging volume; and sub‐REV‐scale deviations in the solid velocity and plastic viscosity
are negligible. For convenience and solver stability, solid velocity is expressed as an intrinsic phase average:
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∂ ϕs ρsð Þ
∂t

þ ∇· ϕsρs bUs

� �
¼ 0 (12)

∂ ϕsρs bU s

� �
∂t

þ ∇· ϕsρs bUs bU s

� �
¼ ϕs∇·bτT þ ϕs∇·bτs þ Fs (13)

The three terms on the right side of equation (13) represent pressure, internal stress, and drag contributions
to the microporous solid's momentum.

For consistency with poromechanics theory, the pressure term in equation (13) is represented as a Terzaghi
stress tensor bτTð Þ that describes the effective stress on the solid as a function of confining pressure σconf, pore
fluid pressure pf, and swelling (i.e., disjoining) pressure pswell:

bτT ¼ bσconf−bpf I−bpswellI (14)

The terms in equation (14) have the same meaning as in standard poromechanics theory (Murad &
Cushman, 1997) and enable modeling HCM‐driven deformations in the microporous region. The swelling
pressure term pswell can be tuned to different types of swelling behavior as demonstrated in section 4. In
the absence of confining and swelling pressure,bτT becomes the intrinsic fluid pressure. For simplicity, equa-
tion (14) implicitly assumes that the Biot coefficient is equal to 1, that is, it assumes a perfect transfer of pres-
sure between the fluid and solid components. If necessary, the addition of a nonunity Biot coefficient into
this expression is trivial.

For a compressible plastic, the divergence of the stress tensor is defined as follows:

∇·bτs ¼ ∇· μeffs ∇bUs þ ∇bU s

� �T
−
2
3
∇· bU s I
� �� �� �

(15)

where the effective solid viscosity μeffs can be described using various non‐Newtonian plastic viscosity models
such as the Herschel‐Bulkley, Power Law, Bird‐Carreau, Casson, or Spearman models (Spearman, 2017).

Finally, conservation of momentum dictatesFs ¼ −Ff , such that the complete volume‐averaged momentum
conservation equation for a plastic microporous solid is as follows:

∂ ϕsρs bUs

� �
∂t

þ ∇· ϕsρs bUs bUs

� �
¼ ϕs∇· bσconf−bpf I−bpswellI� �

þ ϕs∇· μeffs ∇bUs þ ∇bU s

� �T
−
2
3
∇· bU s I
� �� �� �

−ϕf

μf

k ϕf

� � U s−Uf
� �

(16)

Note that we neglect the inertial terms in Fs, just as we did in equation (9)

For systems where the microporous solid is an isotropically linear elastic solid (rather than a plastic one), the
inertial and viscosity terms in equation (13) are replaced by appropriate volume‐averaged displacement and
elastic deformation terms, respectively:

∂2 ϕsρsbusð Þ
∂t2

−∇· ϕsμs∇bus þ ϕsμs ∇busð ÞT þ ϕsλstr ∇busð ÞI
� �

¼ ϕs∇·bτT þ Fs (17)

where us is the solid displacement vector (not to be confused with solid velocity Us in equation (16)) and μs
and λs are the Lamé coefficients (Jasak & Weller, 2000). This form of the equations assumes small deforma-
tions and Hookean elasticity but can be expanded in a straightforward manner to include large deformations
and non‐Hookean dynamics (Rüberg & Aznar, 2016; Tuković & Jasak, 2007). The fluid‐solid momentum

exchange term (Fs) and the Terzaghi stress term (bτT) are the same as in equation (13). A full derivation of
equations (16) and (17) is provided in the supporting information (SI).
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The solid stresses at the interface are treated in a manner consistent with previous studies (Badia et al., 2009;
Showalter, 2010), where by assuming continuity of stresses (i.e., conservation of momentum) we state that
the solid stresses must be balanced by the fluid stresses at the interface.

∇·σs ¼ ∇·σtransferred
f ¼ ϕs∇·bτT þ Fs (18)

In equation (18), σi represents the viscous (or elastic) stress tensor of phase i and the superscript is used to
indicate that not all fluid stresses are transferred into the solid. Note that the previous equation is simply a
restatement of equation (16) or (17) without the inertial terms. There are two fluid contributions to these
transferred stresses: the Terzaghi stress tensor (i.e., fluid pressure and confining stresses) and the force term

Fs (also defined as the fluid's volume‐averaged stresses transferred to the solid). Although these are approxi-
mated averaged terms, both of them (and thus equation (18)) are valid throughout the interface and in both
fluid (ϕs = 0) and porous domains (ϕs > 0; Neale & Nader, 1974). The main assumption is that these two
terms account for the complete momentum transfer from the fluid to the solid.

Furthermore, by nature of volume averaging the solid momentum equation, both the transferred stresses
and solid viscous (or elastic) stress terms become negligible in the free fluid domain (ϕs = 0). This is equiva-
lent to setting the solid's viscosity (or elasticity) to zero right outside the interface, essentially removing any
solid‐solid interactions between the microporous and free fluid domains. The result is that the solid stresses
at the interface come only from the balance of the transferred fluid stresses.

2.3. Comparison With Biot Theory

If we simplify equation (16) or (17) by applying the assumptions present in Biot theory (i.e., stress equili-
brium within the solids, no subvolume variations, no inertial effects, and no swelling pressure) and combine
it with the fluid‐phase approximation of Darcy's law (equation (10)), we obtain the main equation used in
Biot theory:

∇·σs ¼ ∇bpf ¼ −
μf

k ϕf

� � Uf−Us
� �

(19)

Overall, the model framework proposed here consists of equations (5) and (9) for the fluid phase combined
with equations (12) and (16) or (17) for the microporous solid. This framework is consistent with the Navier‐
Stokes equations in the bulk fluid region and with Darcy's law (equation (10)) and poroelasticity theory
(equation (19)) in the microporous region. The description of the microporous region is analogous to that
used in Mixture Theory, where equations (5) and (10) are combined with a solid‐phase momentum equation
in order to obtain a Biot‐like system of equations (Auton &MacMinn, 2017; Bertrand et al., 2016; Santillán et
al., 2018; Siddique et al., 2017). Our overall approach, based on volume averaging of the fundamental conser-
vation equations, incorporates the deformation of the microporous solid through an implicit approximation
of the fluid‐solid interface as a continuous interpolation of the fluid properties of each region (Ehrhardt,
2010; Ochoa‐Tapia & Whitaker, 1995; Wang et al., 2015). For the sake of simplicity, the equations presented
above were derived under the assumption that the microporous matrix exhibits either purely elastic or vis-
coplastic behavior. Extension of this framework to capture more complex irreversible processes such as
the brittle‐to‐ductile transition, or rock failure would require incorporating more complex volume averaged
solid‐deformation constitutive equations through the approach outlined above.

The approach presented here is but one of several possible approaches toward modeling fluid‐porous inter-
face coupling. A closely related alternative is based on domain decomposition techniques whereby the fluid
and porous domains are solved separately and then matched at the interface through a Beavers‐Joseph type
boundary condition (Beavers & Joseph, 1967; Nield, 2009). The implementation of this boundary condition
in the context of a moving elastic solid has been realized in several papers (Badia et al., 2009; Showalter, 2010,
and references within). This approach may allow for a more physical description of the interface by enabling
the definition of a fluid velocity slip coefficient at the boundary between bulk fluid and microporous regions.
However, the value of this slip coefficient is usually unknown and impractical to obtain. Furthermore, the
implementation of these approaches often involves the creation of separate moving solution domains
(meshes) and the coupling of separate codes, leading to a high barrier of entry. In contrast, the Darcy‐
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Brinkman‐Biot approach only requires a single mesh and is easily implemented into conventional fluid‐flow
solvers by modification of the fluid momentum equation (equation (9)) and the addition of two additional
equations: equations (12) and (16) or (17).

3. Computational Implementation

Equations (5), (9), (11), (12), and (16) or (17 for elastic solids) were discretized and solved in OpenFOAM
(Open Source Field Operation and Manipulation), a free, widely used, open‐source computational fluid
dynamics C++ library (Weller & Tabor, 1998). OpenFOAM uses the Finite Volume Method, an intrinsi-
cally conservative numerical scheme, to sequentially solve discretized partial differential equations. Fluid
incompressibility was enforced through a combination of the SIMPLE (Semi‐Implicit‐Method‐of‐Pressure‐
Linked‐Equations) and PISO (Pressure‐Implicit‐Split‐Operator) algorithms called PIMPLE, meaning that
time stepping was done semi‐implicitly. As appropriate for our low Mach numbers simulations, we used
the pressure‐velocity coupling imposed by the fluid momentum and continuity equations to enforce
incompressibility through the solution of a Poisson pressure equation. Our complete algorithm was devel-
oped through the modification and expansion of the “pimpleFoam” and “solidDisplacementFoam”

numerical algorithms present in OpenFOAM Version 4.0.

It is important to note that the fluid velocity field is not strictly solenoidal in the microporous medium during

swelling or shrinking (i.e., ∇·Uf ¼ 0 only if ∂ϕs/∂t = 0). Therefore, it is necessary to add a correction term

equal to ∂ϕf/∂t into the PISO algorithm during the pressure‐correction step. The fluid and solid equations
are solved in a sequential manner within the same time step, meaning that the momentum exchange term

(Ff Þ for the fluidmomentum equation is solved explicitly using values from the previous time step, while said
term for the solid momentum equation is solved semi‐implicitly with values from the current time step
(Figure S4). This creates a loss of accuracy of same order as the time discretization scheme and, thus, a
time‐step restraint.

The sequential solving of the fluid and solid equations creates an inconsistency in the calculation of salt

advection when solving the solid continuity equation. A correction term∇· bCxϕs
bUs

� �
was added on the right

side of equation (11) to ensure a correct solution (please refer to the SI for an in‐depth discussion of this
term). Due to the explicit nature of these errors, they can be further reduced by imposing that the timescale
of solid deformation is smaller than that of fluid flow. We ensured this by implementing a protocol for vari-
able time‐stepping enforced through the restriction of Courant Numbers for both phases. In the simulations
presented below, mass conservation was better than 99.99% on the fluid, solid, and salt.

The governing equations were discretized through the following methods: Time stepping was done through
forward Euler; spatial discretization was done through the Gauss linear interpolation method except for the
advection terms in the species conservation equations, which were discretized through a Van Leer limiter
scheme. To prevent unphysical behavior in unstable systems where the timescale of solid deformation is
comparable to fluid's, we added numerical dissipation to the discretized solid velocity gradient through a flux
limiter on the inertial and stress terms of equation (16).

The simulations presented here were carried out in parallel on 4 to 16 Broadwell Xeon cores on Princeton's
320‐node Dell Beowulf cluster. The expended CPU time was on the same order as during standard incom-
pressible flow simulations, where the most time‐consuming step consists in implicitly solving the elliptic
fluid pressure equation required to enforce fluid incompressibility. For all simulations, we modified grid
resolution to ensure grid‐independent convergence.

4. Parametrization to Porous Media: Na‐Smectite Clay
4.1. Parametrization of the Permeability Function

As noted in the introduction, a key challenge in subsurface hydrology is the strong influence of clay minerals
on fluid flow in sedimentary rocks (Bourg & Ajo‐Franklin, 2017). This challenge is particularly profound in
systems that contain smectite clay, a microporous material whose permeability, swelling pressure, and plas-
tic rheology are highly sensitive to porosity and aqueous chemistry (Aksu et al., 2015; Mondol et al., 2008;
Spearman, 2017). Smectite is the predominant clay mineral in many unconsolidated sediments, in
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bentonite (a mixture of sand and clay used in geotechnical applications), and in soils formed in temperate
weathering environments (Abichou et al., 2002; Sposito, 2008). Smectite and Illite clay minerals constitute
roughly half of the world's sedimentary rock mass, with Illite being generally more abundant on a mass basis
but both clay minerals being roughly equally important on a surface area basis. The present section parame-
terizes the set of equations derived above for systems where themicroporous matrix consists entirely of smec-
tite by choosing the appropriate permeability, salt diffusion, swelling pressure, and rheology models. We
focus on conditions where aqueous chemistry is dominated by sodic salts such as NaCl, where smectite swel-
ling and rheology have been most extensively characterized. The result is a closed, fully coupled system
of equations.

First, we define the permeability of the clay matrix (k), the key variable that determines the sub‐REV‐scale
momentum interaction between water and clay. For simplicity, we use the well‐known Kozeny‐
Carman relation:

k ϕf

� �
¼ 1

b t2a2s

ϕ3
f

1−ϕf

� �2 (20)

Equation (20) describes the permeability of a bundle of capillary tubes of uniform radius within an imperme-
able solid, where b is a pore shape factor, t is the tortuosity of the pore network, and as is the specific surface
area expressed as the ratio of surface area to solid volume (Bourg & Ajo‐Franklin, 2017). The parameter
values used in applying equation (20) to Na‐smectite and Illite are summarized in Table 1. The shape factor
was set to b = 3 ± 1 based on empirical observations in a range of porous media (Bourg & Ajo‐Franklin,
2017). Tortuosity was set to t2 = 4.0 ± 1.6 based on measurements of water tracer diffusion in compacted
Na‐smectite (Bourg et al., 2006). The specific surface area was set to 1.7 ± 0.2 nm−1 for smectite and 0.21
± 0.03 nm−1 for illite based on experimental values reported in previous studies (as= 703 ± 60m2/g for smec-
tite and as = 78 ± 10 m2/g for illite, converted to units of area per volume using grain densities of 2,400 ± 140
kg/m3 and 2,700 ± 70 kg/m3, respectively; Brooks, 1955; Diamond & Kinter, 1956; Mesri & Olson, 1971;
Orchiston, 1954; Quirk, 1955). The values of specific surface area used here are based on methods that probe
the entire water‐accessible surface area of clay particles, including glycerol and ethylene glycol monoethyl
ether retention techniques but not standard N2 adsorption techniques (Diamond & Kinter, 1956;
Tournassat et al., 2015).

A well‐known limitation of equation (20) is that it does not capture the influence of pore‐sized heterogeneity
(Bourg & Ajo‐Franklin, 2017; Dixon et al., 1999) and, therefore, does not accurately predict the macro‐scale
permeability of clay‐rich soils or sedimentary rocks (Mondol et al., 2008; Ren et al., 2016). The comparison
with experimental data in Figure 3a, however, indicates that equation (20) provides a reasonable permeabil-
ity model for pure Na‐smectite and illite without the need for fitting parameters.

Two important features of the permeability of pure clay are not described by equation (20). First, the perme-
ability data in Figure 3a relate exclusively to sodium‐exchanged clays. Other data indicate that smectite (and,
to a smaller extent, illite) has a higher permeability at the same porosity values if equilibrated with calcium or
potassium electrolytes (Mesri & Olson, 1971). This permeability difference likely reflects the less uniform
pore‐sized distributions of K‐ and Ca‐smectite (relative to Na‐smectite) that results from the stronger
charge‐screening capacity of K and Ca ions at the clay surface. Second, clay‐water mixtures exposed to
one‐dimensional consolidation are known to develop a textural anisotropy that makes their permeability
tensor anisotropic (Hicher et al., 2017). Overall, equation (20) is used here as a simple, yet reasonably accu-
rate permeability model in the range of conditions of interest, that is, fully saturated Na‐smectite or illite in
the absence of excessive anisotropy. Modifications to account for clay anisotropy, other clay counterions
(such as calcium or potassium), and multiphase flow effects (e.g., the Klinkenberg Effect; Guo et al., 2018)
or to implement other permeability models (Chapuis & Aubertin, 2003; Samarasinghe et al., 1982) can be
readily carried out within the present framework.

4.2. Parametrization of the Swelling Pressure Term

Second, we define the swelling pressure of the microporous clay matrix. For this, we use the well‐known
Derjaguin‐Landau‐Verwey‐Overbeek (DLVO) theory of colloidal interactions. More precisely, we use a
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semiempirical formulation proposed by Liu (2013) for the disjoining pressure in a water film of thickness “h”
between clay tactoids (i.e., stacks of clay particles separated by ≤3 water layers):

pswell ¼ 2bCNaClRTcosh ym−1ð Þ−Ah

6π
1

h3
−

2

hþ Dp
� �3 þ 1

hþ 2Dp
� �3

 !
þ S0exp −

h
l

� �
; (21)

In equation (21), the first term on the right side is Langmuir's model (Kemper &Quirk, 1972; Langmuir, 1938)
of the osmotic swelling pressure caused by overlapping electrostatic double layers in a slit‐shaped nanopore,

where bCNaCl is the salt concentration in mol/m3, R is the ideal gas constant (8.31446 J K−1 mol−1), T is the
temperature in Kelvin, and ym is the scaled electrostatic potential at themidplane of the nanopore, calculated
here using the so‐called “compression approach” for solving the Poisson‐Boltzmann equation between two
charged parallel plates in a symmetrical electrolyte solution (Liu & Neretnieks, 2008). The salinity depen-
dence of ym gives rise to the well‐known salinity dependence of clay swelling. The second term is the contri-
bution of London dispersion forces to the swelling pressure modeled through Hamaker's approach
(Hamaker, 1937), where Dp is the thickness of clay tactoids and Ah is Hamaker's constant for clay tactoids
separated by a water film. The third term is an empirical description of the short‐range “hydration repulsion”
between clay particles, where S0 and l are empirical coefficients. Parameter values and the relation between ϕf
and hwere taken fromLiu (2013) and are listed in Table 1. Equation (21) as parametrized by Liu (2013) is used
here as a convenient parametric fit to experimental data on smectite swelling as a function of ϕf and C.

We note that equation (21) makes significant simplifications and approximations. For example, the hydra-
tion repulsion term is purely phenomenological, while the optimal formulation and parameterization of
the London dispersion term is still unsettled in the case of smectite clay (Gilbert et al., 2015; Tester et al.,

Table 1
Symbols and Values for Model Parameters

Parameter Symbol Value

Basic Constants Water density ρf 1,000 kg/m3

Water viscosity μf 1.1 × 10−3 Pa s

Smectite clay density ρs 2,400 kg/m3

Aqueous diffusivity of Sodium Chloride DNaCl 1.2 × 10−9 m2/s1

Permeability Model Permeability shape factor b 3.0

Clay tortuosity t2 4.0

Illite specific surface area as 2.1 × 108 m−1

Smectite specific surface area as 1.9 × 109 m−1

Clay Swelling Pressure Model Hamaker constant for clay‐water systems Ah 2.2 × 10−20 J

Clay aggregate (tactoid) thickness Dp 5.2 × 10−9 m

Swelling pre‐exponential factor S 5.8 × 108 Pa

Swelling decay length l 2.0 × 10−10 m

Clay Rheology Model Reference kinematic yield stress τ* 0.29 m2/s2

Structural parameter β 8.0

Fractal dimension D 2.9

Structural break‐up constant m 0.4

Maximum solid fraction
ϕmax
s

0.65

Elastic Solid Simulation Parameters First Lame coefficient μs 210 Pa

Second Lame coefficient λs 110 Pa

Permeability k0 10−9 m2

Applied pressure p 100 Pa

Note. Parameter values were obtained from Bourg et al. (2006), Diamond and Kinter (1956), Liu (2013), Mesri and Olson
(1971), and Spearman (2017) and are consistent across the simulations unless specified otherwise.
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2016). In addition, the first two terms in equation (21) are based on mean‐field theories, that is, they neglect
short‐range interactions between water, ions, and clay surfaces (McBride, 1997; Missana & Adell, 2000). In
the case of Na‐smectite, this last approximation is valid only at interparticle distances greater than 3 nm

Figure 3. (a) Permeability of compacted Na‐smectite and illite as a function of porosity; (b) swelling pressure of com-
pacted bentonite as a function of porosity at different salinities (error bars are smaller than the symbols); and (c)
porosity of Na‐smectite as a function of salinity at a small constant confining pressure. Symbols are experimental
results (Mesri & Olson, 1971; Norrish, 1954). Lines are model predictions obtained using equations (20) and (21) with
no fitting parameters in Figures 3a and 3b and with a single fitting parameter (the unspecified small confining
pressure used in the experiments, which was set to 0.03 MPa; dashed lines show the sensitivity of the model pre-
dictions to ±0.01‐MPa differences in this value) in Figure 3c. Confidence intervals on all experimental values were
roughly estimated as described in the supporting information.
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(i.e., ϕf> 0.75; Adair et al., 2001). One consequence of this is that DLVO theory does not predict the existence
of stable “crystalline” swelling states with interparticle distances ≤1 nm that predominate at high salinity,
high compaction, or in aqueous chemistries dominated by divalent ions (Bourg & Ajo‐Franklin, 2017;
Pashley & Israelachvili, 1984). Furthermore, this formulation assumes that clay swelling pressure is con-
trolled by a single microstructural variable (interparticle distance h or, equivalently, porosity ϕf); more com-
plex formulations have been proposed in the case of other microporous media with a deformable solid
skeleton, such as activated carbon or zeolites (Pijaudier‐Cabot et al., 2011). Finally, the numerical method
used by Liu (2013) to evaluate ym cannot be applied when C = 0; for simplicity we use C = 0.001 M as an
approximation when calculating pswell in pure water (resulting in a ~0.05% error in said value).

To test the accuracy of equation (21) as parameterized by Liu (2013), we used macroscopic data on the swel-
ling pressure of confined water‐saturated Na‐smectite as a function of compaction and salinity (Figure 3b) as
well as X‐ray diffraction measurements of h versus salinity (Figure 3c). Figure 3 shows that equation (21)
overestimates porosity at salinities ≥0.5 M NaCl where crystalline swelling predominates but accurately pre-
dicts experimental data at other conditions.

4.3. Parametrization of the Diffusion Coefficient

Third, we define the effective diffusion coefficient of dissolved salt (x) in the microporous clay using a form of
Archie's law (Blum et al., 2007; Boving & Grathwohl, 2001):

De;x ¼ ϕn
f Dx (22)

Although there does not exist a universal Archie's law exponent n for all porous media, several studies have
concluded that a value of 2.2 to 2.5 reasonably reproduces the diffusion of ions in pure compacted clay (Revil
et al., 2011; Shen & Chen, 2007; Van Loon, 2015; Van Loon et al., 2003).

Equation (22) is known to oversimplify salt diffusion in clayey media, particularly by neglecting the salinity‐
dependence of De,x that arises from anion repulsion in the electrical double layer on charged clay surfaces
(Malusis et al., 2003; Sherwood & Craster, 2000; Van Loon et al., 2004, 2007). A notable alternative to equa-
tion (22) that accounts for this effect is Kemper's model (Kemper & Rollins, 1966; Kemper & van Schaik,
1966).

De;x ¼ 1−e−ym

t2
Dx (23)

where t is tortuosity as in equation (20), ym is the same as in equation (21), and “1−e−ym” is the equilibrium
ratio between anion concentration in the clay nanopores and in bulk liquid water. Equation (23) is less
empirical than equation (22) and more consistent with the permeability and swelling pressure models used
above. However, its use would require a more complex treatment of the coupled advection and diffusion of
ions in equation (11), where the impact of anion exclusion is neglected. We note that multiphase flow effects
such as Knudsen diffusion are neglected here due to the fact that we focus exclusively in fully water‐satu-
rated media (Malek & Coppens, 2003). Equation (22) is therefore used here for simplicity.

4.4. Parametrization of Clay Rheology

Lastly, we define the effective viscosity of the microporous clay in a manner that accounts for the impact of
clay swelling and shearing on its plastic viscosity and critical shear stress (Güven, 1993; Maciel et al., 2009).
Spearman (2017) developed a model based on floc fractal theory that predicts the rheological properties of a
wide variety of clays when sheared at different solid‐water ratios:

μeffs ¼ τ
1

4−Dþ 1þ 1
βγm

τ0
μ*

� �m� � 1
4−D

μ*γð Þ 1
4−D

0 �

4−D

γ−1

2664 (24)

τ0 ¼ τ*
ϕs=ϕ

max
s

1−ϕs=ϕ
max
s

� �" #4−D
⋮ μ* ¼

μf
1−ϕs=ϕ

max
s

� �2 (25)
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In equations (24) and (25), ϕmax
s is the maximum solid fraction of clay, τ* the critical shear stress at ϕs ¼ 0:5

ϕmax
s ,D is the fractal dimension, β is a structural parameter,m is a structural break‐up parameter, and γ is the

strain rate (calculated at each time step as the sum of symmetric components of ∇bUs). With proper tuning,
this model was shown to successfully describe the rheologies of smectite, illite, and kaolinite clays. Parameter
values were taken from Spearman (2017) based on fitting rheological data pertaining to a 90% smectite‐water
mixture obtained by Coussot (1993) and are listed in Table 1.

We note that equations (24) and (25) do not explicitly consider potential impacts of salinity or dynamic
changes in solid fraction (as in the case of shrinking and swelling) on rheology. Instead, the Spearmanmodel
assumes that the clay is at an equilibrated solid fraction when calculating the effective viscosity. For simpli-
city, we assume that the resulting effective viscosity applies not only to shear, but also to expansion
and contraction.

The use of equations (20)–(22), 24, and 25 in the modeling framework derived in section 2 provides closure
for the coupled system of equations in the case of pure smectite in sodium electrolytes such as NaCl at sali-
nities up to 0.5 M. As noted above, this closure relies on a number of assumptions and approximations.
Notably, it neglects clay fabric anisotropy (Hicher et al., 2017; Tessier, 1990) and clay dispersion into the bulk
water phase. Furthermore, it relies on the assumption that DLVO theory, the Kozeny‐Carman equation,
Spearman's model, and the Fickian diffusion equation described above are accurate in conditions beyond
their validation in Figure 3 (for example, during dynamics shearing, shrinking, and swelling). The assump-
tions and approximations listed above are not intrinsic to the modeling framework derived in section 2. They
can be readily addressed in future studies as additional information become available on the microscale per-
meability, swelling pressure, rheology, and dispersion of microporous clay.

5. Model Validation and Application to Plastically Deformable Porous
Media (Clay)
5.1. Model Verification by Comparison to the Fluid‐Driven Deformation of a Clay Filter Cake

A quantitative validation of our model was realized by testing its ability to predict the compaction of a clay
plug caused by water flow through said plug. To do this, we compared our numerical results to predictions of
an analytical model derived by Hewitt et al. (2016) at equivalent experimental conditions. Said analytical
model is based on Biot Theory and is able predict the 1‐D solid deformation of the plug as a function its initial
porosity, the deformation modulus of the solid, and the fluid pressure gradient across the plug. Hewitt et al.
(2016) validated their model against experimental results obtained with an elastically deformable micropor-
ous medium placed within a 12 cm by 25 cm container based on the assumptions that permeability follows
the Kozeny‐Carman equation, stresses follow the Terzaghi stress principle, and fluid flow (and thus the
resulting deformation‐inducing pressure gradient) is governed by Darcy's law.

To replicate these conditions, our simulations where carried out on a 240 by 300 grid representing a 2‐D con-
tainer (12 cm by 15 cm) partially filled with nonswelling clay. We induced fluid flow through the clay by a
constant pressure boundary condition at the top of the container, where fluid (and only fluid) was allowed
to leave through the lower boundary. In Figure 4, we compare our steady state, nondimentionalized numer-
ical model predictions for Na‐smectite against Hewitt's (2016) analytical model at two initial porosity values,
showing good agreement between both models. Since Hewitt et al. (2016) did not include a swelling pressure
into their analytical framework, we set pswell = 0 in our numerical simulations to ensure proper comparison
and verification of the flow‐deformation mechanics. Please refer to Table 1 for a detailed listing of the para-
meter used in this and all other subsequent simulations.

The resulting steady state deformation profiles are a result of the balance between the clay's structural forces
(critical stress) and the forces imposed by the fluid (viscous drag): As compaction increases, the permeability
of the porous medium decreases, which in turn increases the viscous stresses imposed on the medium. At the
same time, given a constant pressure gradient, flow through the plug decreases as permeability decreases,
which then reduces the magnitude of the viscous stresses. Steady state is achieved once the viscous drag is
balanced by the porous medium's structural forces, which explains why systems with a higher initial com-
paction deform less than their counterparts (Figure 4). The good agreement shown in Figure 4c is expected
(both models rely on similar assumptions such as the validity of the Kozeny‐Carman equation and Terzaghi
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and Biot's principles) but also provides some confidence in the ability of our model framework to represent
the feedbacks between fluid flow and solid deformation in microporous media.

5.2. Model Verification by Comparison to Oedometric Clay Swelling Experiments

As a further quantitative validation of our model (and to verify the swelling pressure effects disregarded in
the previous section), we tested model predictions against standard oedometric measurements of clay swel-
ling driven by a salinity change. Specifically, we used measurements by Di Maio (1996) of the volumetric
swelling of water‐saturated Na‐smectite samples exposed to a salinity shock (from 1 M to 0 M NaCl) at dif-
ferent confining pressures (Figure 5). The experimental conditions were straightforward: individual water‐
saturated clay samples were first compressed within an oedometer chamber to confining pressures of 40,
160, and 320 kPa. Subsequently, the samples were placed in contact with a 1M NaCl solution through a por-
ous boundary until equilibrated. Swelling was then induced by replacing the saltwater solution with distilled
water while maintaining a constant confining pressure.

The swelling portion of the experiments was modeled by defining a 500 by 300 grid representing a 2‐D con-
tainer (5 cm by 3 cm) filled with 2 cm of 1 M NaCl‐equilibrated compacted smectite clay, where the clay was
only allowed to swell in the positive y direction as a result of salt diffusion out of the container at the lower
boundary (where salt concentration was set to zero). All other boundary conditions on the container walls
were set to replicate impermeable surfaces with no‐slip boundary conditions. For simplicity, the confining
pressure was assumed uniform throughout the clay sample and was applied as a constant in the Terzaghi
stress tensor (equation (14)).

As shown in Figure 5, our model accurately captures the swelling kinetics of Na‐smectite clay driven by
osmotic uptake of liquid water. The agreement between our model and experimental data provides further
confidence into the ability of our model framework to capture feedbacks between hydrology, mechanics,
and salt transport in deformable microporous media. Overall, Figures 4 and 5 show that our model, with
no parameter fitting, yields reasonably accurate predictions (with normalized MAEs below 0.09) of the over-
all extent of clay swelling or compaction and of the associated kinetics. Agreement is obtained regardless of
whether the clay volume change is driven by fluid flow (Figure 4) or salinity changes (Figure 5). This good
agreement suggests that our model captures key features of the coupled HCM behavior of Na‐smectite
despite the assumptions and simplifications noted above.

Figure 4. Model prediction of the compaction associated with water flow through a clay plug as a function of pressure drop (from 0 to 200 kPa) across the clay
plug: (a) schematic view of the simulated system; (b) equilibrated system as predicted by our simulation framework (colors show clay fraction ϕs in the micro-
porous region and fluid velocity Uf in the free fluid region); (c) comparison between Hewitt's analytical model (solid lines) and the predictions of our numerical
model (symbols) for initial clay porosities of 0.55 and 0.65; and (d) final configurations of the system as a function of increasing pressure drop. The simulations
were carried out in a 1 by 300 grid (c) and a 240 by 300 grid (b, d). Results are reported as the nondimensional volume change of the clay plug versus nondi-
mensional pressure drop across the clay plug. Pressure in the simulations was nondimentionalized using a deformation modulus calculated from the clay's critical
stress at its initial porosity [p* = p/σ, where σ ¼ τinitial0 = ϕinitial

f =ϕfinal
f −1

� �
]. For both simulations, mean average error was about 0.04 times the final measured

volume change.
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5.3. Model Prediction of the Permeability of a Bead Pack Containing Na‐Smectite as a Function of
Salinity and Clay Content

Having parametrized and tested our simulation framework, we used it to predict the permeability of an idea-
lized model of fine‐grained soils and sedimentary media: A bead pack containing coarse nonporous beads
uniformly coated with Na‐smectite clay. The idealized system simulated here has previously been used both
as a conceptual model of the hydrology of sedimentary media and as an idealized experimental model of the
properties of engineered clay barriers (Abichou et al., 2002; Revil & Cathles, 1999; Tuller & Or, 2003). To the
best of our knowledge, it has not been previously implemented in a numerical framework that accounts for
the HCM couplings in microporous clay. As implemented here, this model system captures both key features
of fine‐grained soils and sedimentary media identified in section 1: The coexistence of two characteristic
length scales and the HCM coupled properties of the microporous clay. As noted above, Na‐smectite is used
here because reasonably accurate constitutive models exist to describe its swelling pressure, permeability,
and rheology at the microscopic scale, even though the microporous regions in most soil and sedimentary
media generally consist of more complex mixtures of Ca/Na‐smectite, other clay minerals, and
organic matter.

Our simulations are based on a representative, yet simplified, rock geometry built upon the following
assumptions: First, the medium's coarse‐grained, load‐bearing structure can be represented as a 2‐D cross‐
section of a 3‐D randomly distributed spherical packed bed with a porosity of 0.64 obtained from Finney
(1970); second, the initial distribution of clay is modeled as a uniform film coating the coarse grains (a rea-
sonable approximation given previous imaging studies; Abichou et al., 2002; Aksu et al., 2015; Peters, 2009),
and third, a two‐dimensional geometry is sufficient to capture major features of the simulated system (as in
Quispe et al., 2005). These are significant approximations; in particular, feedbacks between fluid flow and
clay dynamics may create some degree of nonuniformity in the clay distribution within sedimentary rocks
(Song & Kovscek, 2015) and percolation thresholds associated with pore clogging may occur more readily
in two‐dimensional than in three‐dimensional systems.

The system was simulated as a function of clay mass fraction (from 0 to 0.3) and salinity (from 1 to
1,000 mM NaCl). We chose this parameter space because, as noted in the introduction, it represents
the range over which micro and macropores coexist and over which the coarse grains are load bearing.
Briefly, we initialized each set of simulations by populating the 3 by 3 mm coarse grain structure with a
uniform clay coating equilibrated at 1,000 mM NaCl until we reached the desired clay mass fraction.
Clay parametrization was consistent with the verification cases described in the previous sections. We
then applied a constant hydrostatic pressure gradient in the y direction and a salinity step change

Figure 5. Macroscopic swelling of NaCl‐saturated smectite clay (at confining pressures 40, 160, and 320 kPa) initially
equilibrated with a 1 M NaCl solution and then placed in contact with a reservoir of distilled water. Experimental
results (solid lines) and approximated error (shaded regions) were obtained using data from Di Maio et al. (1996).
Simulation predictions (symbols) were obtained using two‐dimensional 500 by 300 grids. For the three simulations, mean
average error was 0.06 to 0.09 times the measured final volume change.
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across the sample and allowed the clay to swell until it reached its equilibrium volume fraction based on
the new salinity value. A representative sample of the resulting steady state configurations as a function
of clay mass fraction and salinity is shown in Figure 6. Each sample was put through several swelling‐
shrinking cycles to ensure consistent results and to introduce heterogeneity approaching that present in
natural systems. Although not evident in the equations, heterogeneous clay distributions can arise due
to the combination of frictional forces imparted by the solid grains and the clay's non‐Newtonian rheol-
ogy. After we reached the steady state configuration, the permeability of each sample was evaluated by
integration of the fluid velocities. Figures illustrating the predicted fluid velocity distribution in a region
containing both macropores and microporous clay are shown in Figure 7.

Figure 8a shows that permeability varies by 10 orders of magnitude within the studied parameter space, with
the largest permeability reduction (6 orders of magnitude) coming from changing the salinity at clay mass
fractions near 15%. This large permeability range reflects the very low permeability of pure Na‐smectite
and the ability of the clay to block the main preferential fluid flow paths, effectively dividing the medium's
macropores into isolated regions. Because of the clay's ability to swell, the location of the percolation thresh-
old depends on both salinity and clay mass fraction.

Further analysis shows that the simulation predictions in Figure 8a collapse into a single relation between
log(k/k0) and the clay matrix volume fraction Vclay (i.e., the ratio of volume occupied by the clay matrix,
including its internal microporosity, to the total volume occupied by the clay and coarse grains). As shown
in Figure 8b, the main preferential fluid flow path is consistently closed at Vclay ≈25% in our simulations,
in reasonable agreement with previous predictions for spherical bead packs clogged either by clay or by
cementation (Martys et al., 1994; Tuller & Or, 2006). At clay volume fractions below this percolation thresh-
old, clay swelling influences permeability by a relatively small (but still highly significant) 2 orders
of magnitude.

To compare the simulation predictions in Figure 8b with experimental data on the permeability of clayey
media, we fitted the simulation predictions of log(k/k0) versus Vclay using an error function:

log
k
k0

� �
¼ A

2
erf S Vclay−V

*
clay

� �� �
−1

� �
(26)

In equation (26),A is the overall magnitude of the decrease in log k, S describes the sensitivity of permeability

to Vclay near the percolation threshold, and V *
clay describes the location of the threshold. Equation (26) pro-

vides a reasonable fit to the simulation predictions in Figure 8b with only three parameters (though it under-
estimates the sharpness of the threshold). To test the broader validity of equation (26), we identified four
experimental data sets that reported the permeability of a series of porous media with similar mineralogy dif-
fering only in their clay content and that expressed clay content in the samemanner as in Figure 8b (Abichou
et al., 2002; Gräfe et al., 2017; Heap et al., 2017; Revil & Cathles, 1999). As shown in Figure 8c, equation (26)
provides accurate descriptions of all four data sets. In the five parametric fits carried out with equation (26) in
Figures 8b and 8c, the values of S and Awere consistently related (S/A= 1.38 ± 0.25). Fitted A values ranged
from 4.2 to 9.6, a range consistent with the reported permeability values of different clays, which span 4 to 5
orders of magnitude and increase in the order Na‐smectite < Ca‐smectite ≈ illite < kaolinite (Mesri & Olson,

1971; Mondol et al., 2008). Fitted values of V *
clay ranged from 0.10 to 0.25, in agreement with the expectation

that the location of the percolation threshold depends on the porosity of the network of coarse grains (Aksu
et al., 2015), that is, it should be lower for systems with greater cementation or with less uniform grain size
distributions. The simulation predictions shown in Figure 8b, as expected, are at the upper end of the range

of both A values (because we used the lowest‐permeability clay, Na‐smectite) and V *
clay values (because we

used a 2‐D slice of a 3‐D bead pack with a uniform bead size and no cementation).

The simulations described in this section are designed to approximate systems where the network of coarse
grains is load bearing and where clay influences permeability only through swelling and shrinking in
response to salinity changes. Clay erosion, transport, and deposition are not included in our model, while
viscous deformation of the clay by the flowing fluid is minimized by the use of a small fluid pressure gradient.
Nevertheless, the good agreement between the results obtained with smectite and illite and between the
parametric fits to simulated and measured permeabilities suggest that the computational framework used
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Figure 6. Effect of clay mass fraction and NaCl concentration on the spatial distribution of smectite clay and available
macropore space in a 2‐D cross section of an ideal 3‐D spherical packed bed (Finney, 1970). The simulated system is 3
by 3 mm. The grid resolution is 1020 by 1020 with a voxel size of 3 μm.

Figure 7. Steady state fluid velocity profiles with a 10% clay mass fraction at different salinity values. Thin black lines surrounding the solid grains represent the
boundary between the clay matrix (within the lines) and the free fluid (outside the lines). At relatively high salt concentrations (a and b), flow within the clay
(greenish shades) does not control the overall permeability of the medium and can be considered negligible when compared to flow around the clay. Conversely, at
lower salt concentrations and higher clay volumes (c), flow is controlled by the internal permeability of the clay matrix due to the absence of percolating flow paths
through the macropores. The impact on the overall permeability of the system is shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. (a) Permeability of the simplified sedimentary rock model in Figure 6 as a function NaCl concentration for a range of smectite clay mass fractions. The
unprobed parameter space in the lower left corner represents conditions where clay more than fills the available space between the coarse grains (i.e., clay becomes
load bearing). (b) Data from Figure 8a plotted as a function of clay matrix volume fraction. The permeability data collapse into a single curve that can be
approximated with an error function (equation (26) withA= 9.6, S= 1.38 ×A, andV *

clay= 0.25). Note that the figure also includes data obtained using equations (20)
and (21) parameterized for Illite instead of smectite. The smectite and illite permeabilities coincide below the percolation threshold (where permeability is controlled
by flow through macropores) and differ by up to 2 orders of magnitude above the threshold (where flow through the clay matrix predominates). (c) Comparison
between equation (26) (solid lines) and experimental data sets on the permeability of three different types of siliciclastic sedimentary rocks (Gräfe et al., 2017; Heap
et al., 2017; Revil & Cathles, 1999) and a series of glass bead‐smectite mixtures (Abichou et al., 2002). The curves’ parameters are: A1 ¼ 4:2&V *

1;clay ¼ 0:25;A2 ¼ 4:8
&V *

2;clay ¼ 0:10;A3 ¼ 7&V *
3;clay ¼ 0:12; and A4 ¼ 7:4&V *

4;clay ¼ 0:18 with S = 1.38 × A.
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heremay be applicable to clayeymedia with a range of porosities, clay mineralogies, and configurations. Two
additional illustrations of this versatility are included in the SI. The first one shows that the results shown in
Figure 8a are qualitatively consistent with measurements of hydraulic conductivity versus salinity in soils
(Figure S5). The second one applies this framework to simulate formation damage and chemically driven
fracture evolution in fractured rocks (Figure S2).

6. Model Application to Fluid Injection in an Elastically Deformable
Porous Medium

As a final illustration of the versatility of the modeling framework developed in section 2, we briefly apply
and verify our model for a simple poroelastic system. More precisely, we simulate fluid injection into a sym-
metric poroelastic material, a model system used to mimic the properties of filters, biological tissues, mem-
branes, and soils (Auton & MacMinn, 2017; Barry et al., 1995; Nagel & Kelly, 2012). Barry et al. (1997) used
Biot theory and the assumption that material stress is directly proportional to the fluids' frictional forces (i.e.,
drag) to obtain an analytical solution for the pressure and deformation profiles brought about by a constant
point fluid source placed at different depths in the system shown in Figure 9a. The system studied by Barry
(and replicated in our simulations) is defined by a no‐slip condition at the lower boundary (y= 0), a constant‐
pressure fluid point source placed at height y0 on the axis of symmetry (x = 0), and zero‐gradient boundary
conditions at all other boundaries. Please refer to Table 1 and Barry et al. (1997) for the complete parametri-
zation of the simulation.

The complete figure shows that our numerical framework replicates Barry's analytical solutions for the sys-
tem's maximum deformation in the y direction to a relatively high degree of accuracy for most values of y0. As
stated in the original paper, the minimum at y0/h ≈ 0.4 results from two phenomena: First, when the source
is near y/h = 1, most of the flow leaves through the top boundary, increasing drag near this boundary and
maximizing its deformation; second, the maximum vertical deformation is essentially the sum of all local
deformations along the axis of symmetry (x = 0), meaning that at low values of y0, fluid drag is able to act
over more of the solid, thus increasing the overall accumulated vertical deformation. The sum of these
two effects is minimized at intermediate values of y0, leading to the observed minimum. The tendency of
our simulations to underestimate surface deformation at high values of y0 likely reflects the fact that the

Figure 9. (a) Representation of the modeled system. (b) Quantitative comparison of the maximum vertical deformation as a function of the point fluid source posi-
tion (y0/h). Our model correctly predicts the vertical deformation of the material with a mean average error equal to 0.01 times the overall deformation. One
potential source of error is the fact that the fluid source in our numerical simulations was fixed in space and did not move upwardwith solid deformation as it does in
the analytical solution. (c–f) Qualitative comparison of the deformation and pressure profiles obtained by our model on a 120 by 150 grid (c and e) and Barry's
analytical solution (d and f), respectively. The red arrows in c and e represent the fluid source position in the numerical model. The parameters for these simulations
can be found in Table 1.
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location of the fluid source in our simulations is not affected by the solid's deformation, contrary to the ana-
lytical solution, a difference most significant at y0/h ≈ 1 because of the first phenomenon noted above.

One notable weakness of the simulations presented here is that the fluid‐solid interface is not represented as
a sharp step function but rather as a continuous interpolation of the stresses between both domains. This loss
of sharpness is particularly noticeable as the magnitude of the deformations become large, as seen in
Figure 9c, perhaps reflecting the breakdown of the validity of the elastic momentum equation in systems
with large deformations. This loss of sharpness is much less apparent in the case of the swelling porousmedia
modeled in the previous section, where the swelling pressure acts in favor of a sharp interface. Errors ema-
nating from the lack of sharpness in elastic porous media could be addressed by the introduction of an arti-
ficial compression term (as used in Volume‐Of‐Fluidmodels; Rusche, 2002), higher resolutionmeshes, or the
addition a suitable swelling pressure model.

7. Conclusions

We have implemented, tested, and verified a multiscale hydro‐chemo‐mechanically coupled modeling fra-
mework for porous media containing both macropores and deformable microporous regions. This Darcy‐
Brinkman‐Biot framework was derived by volume‐averaging the fundamental fluid and solid governing
equations, which were then coupled through generic momentum‐transfer and effective stress terms derived
from Terzaghi, Biot, and Mixture theories. The result is a system of equations that can be parametrized
through system‐specific rheology, permeability, and swelling pressure models. We demonstrated the frame-
work's accuracy and versatility by modeling HCM‐coupled viscoplastic and poroelastic dynamics.

The model was implemented and parametrized in particular to simulate the swelling behavior and fluid‐
induced deformation of water‐saturated viscoplastic Na‐smectite clay. Predicted couplings between hydrol-
ogy, mechanics, and salinity were successfully validated against experimental data and numerical models
by Di Maio (1996) and Hewitt et al. (2016) describing a broad range of simulated conditions. The model
was then used to predict the permeability of a spherical bead pack as a function of clay content and salinity.
For this simple model, a master parametric equation for permeability as a function of clay matrix volume
fraction was extracted. This parametric equation was found to be consistent with experimental data sets
on the permeability of smectite‐coated glass bead packs and of different types of siliciclastic sedimentary
rocks. Finally, the model's versatility was demonstrated by qualitatively predicting water‐induced formation
damage in a propped fracture in clayey rock and, also, by quantitatively predicting the pressure fields and
deformation profiles resulting from fluid injection in an elastically deformable axisymmetric porous med-
ium, for which analytical solutions were developed by Barry et al. (1997).

Although the proposed framework has proven relatively accurate in the conditions examined, it comes with
several limitations, many of which can be addressed in the future: (a) Closure of the system of equations
requires appropriate constitutive relations describing the sub‐REV‐scale swelling pressure, permeability,
and rheology of the microporous regions; in the case of clayey media, knowledge of these relations is
required in a broader range of clay mineralogy, porosity, and aqueous chemistry conditions; (b) the model
can only be used for systems where the size of the macropores is substantially larger than that of the micro-
pores, because of the length‐scale separation condition required during volume‐averaging; (c) the proposed
framework cannot describe systems where the microporous medium exhibits fluidization and is restricted to
continuum‐level mechanics where themicroporous medium behaves as either a plastic or an elastic solid; (d)
the fluid behavior at the fluid‐microporous interface is an approximation that originates from the continuous
interpolation of fluid and solid flow properties, meaning that the framework cannot be used in instances
where a rigorous tracking of interface dynamics is required; (e) the system only works for single‐fluid satu-
rated systems, a limitation that makes the introduction of multi‐phase flow the next logical step in the further
development of this model; finally, (f) the model is a continuum level simulation; therefore, it cannot capture
behaviors originating from microstructure heterogeneity such as the coexistence of different pore sizes
within the microporous clay.

We have demonstrated the limitations, flexibility, accuracy, and usefulness of a novel modeling framework
for the simulation of multiscale hydro‐chemo‐mechanically coupled deformable porous media. Future work
involves the addition of multiphase flow, heat transfer, porous media ionic exclusion models, dissolution/
precipitation dynamics, and reactive‐transport models.
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